
GAMES



TablesWin is a technologically advanced casino furniture brand at the cutting edge of 
design and manufacturing excellence. Created by the renowned Meneghetti Mobili 
interiors company, famous for its long-standing Bassano artisan joinery, Tableswin also 
draws upon decades of dedicated craftsmanship.

Our customised casino furniture is tailormade to meet our clients’ exacting requirements, 
with each piece exemplifying our desire to meet their expectations. Combining 
a commitment to the finest raw materials and the application of the latest digital 
developments, we create the masterpieces of the future.



TRIPLE WIN FOR ROULETTE

THE GAME
The game begins with an invitation to place the bets with 
the standard phrase “place your bets”. When the ball is 
deposited in the two side corridors in correspondence with 
the winning number, the dealer will announce the winning bets 
in the traditional sector. All bets on the TripleWin grid will be 
considered losers.
When the ball is deposited in the central corridor, the dealer 
will announce the winning bets in the traditional sector and the 
winning “TripleWin” bets.
The layout will then be “cleaned”, collecting the losing chips and 
then proceeding with the payment of the winning bets.
The winning “TripleWin” bet will be paid out 105 times of the 
stake value.
The bets placed on the traditional section of the layout are 
considered winners whether the ball ends up in the central 
corridor or in the two side corridors.

THE CYLINDER
The cylinder is modified through appropriate processing of the disc that houses the numbered boxes. Each box consists 
of three corridors of equal size.
Therefore, for each pocket of the cylinder corresponding to a number, three positions are identified, reachable by the 
ball with identical probabilities.

Two different types of cylinders can be used:

 - cylinder with 37 numbers (single 0) which therefore has a total of 111 positions 

 - cylinder with 38 numbers (double 0) which therefore has a total of 114 positions

TripleWinOnly Traditional Win



LAYOUT
To allow an additional bet (TripleWin bet), the playing layout has an additional betting field, the TripleWin grid, consisting 
of 37/38 well-defined and identifiable spaces, where to place the chips.
To place the TripleWin bet it is necessary to place the bet in the new playing field in one of the 37/38 circular spaces 
which corresponds to the 37/38 numbers of the cylinder.
 
The TripleWin bet will be considered a winner only when the ball finishes its run in the central corridor corresponding to 
the winning number and the stake will be paid105 times.

Hi Angela,

All looks good for printing thanks. The only detail I noticed was that the registration for no. 8 on the racetrack was slightly higher than the rest.

LAYOUT 1 LAYOUT 2



NIWIN BACCARAT
niWin Baccarat sidebet makes more dynamic Baccarat, adding straight 
forward bets, very simple to bet for players, and even simpler to operate for 
dealers.
Unlike other sidebets we find on the market, every hand is a potential 
winning bet, players do not have to wait for a particular combination of 
cards to active the sidebet, but every game has a winning /losing result.
Paytable goes from a minimum of 2,5:1 up tp 85:1, which makes sidebets 
very attractive.

Features:

- Easy For Players
- Easy For Dealer To Learn
- Increase In House Advantage
- Active In Every Hands
- Increase Tips
- Flexible Layout
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BLACKJACK
niWin Baccarat sidebet makes more dynamic Baccarat, adding straight 
forward bets, very simple to bet for players, and even simpler to operate for 
dealers.
Unlike other sidebets we find on the market, every hand is a potential 
winning bet, players do not have to wait for a particular combination of 
cards to active the sidebet, but every game has a winning /losing result.
Paytable goes from a minimum of 2,5:1 up tp 85:1, which makes sidebets 
very attractive.

Features:

- Easy For Players
- Easy For Dealer To Learn
- Increase In House Advantage
- Active In Every Hands
- Opportunity to Bet in Favor Of/Against the Dealer
- Increase Tips

NIWIN
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TRENTE ET QUARANTE
niWin Trente et Quarante make the game more dynamic, adding very 
simple bets to play.
In this case we have two sidebets.

The Noir Row: you can bet on the result of the Noir row (also in this case, all 
hands are active).
Aprés: you can bet on the draw between the Noir and Red lines.
The Noir row payments table goes from a minimum of 5:1 to a maximum 
of 17:1, while the Aprés payments table goes from a minimum of 40:1 to a 
maximum of 330:1.

Moreover, the niWin sidebet will substantially increase tips on a game that 
traditionally does not make tips.

We can adapt our sidebet to any type of layout as mini or big tableau, our 
designers will work to satisfy any of your needs.

Features:

- Easy For Players
- Easy For Dealer To Learn
- Increase In House Advantage
- Active In Every Hands (the Noir row)
- Two Different Side Bets
- Increase Tips

NIWIN
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NIWIN
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ROULETTE
niWin Roulette – The Figures allows to bet on the figures that came out by 
the result of the number outcome.
Unlike other sidebets we can find on the market, our sidebets are aligned 
with the roulette game’s culture and its betting’s style.
Furthermore, The Figures, is a kind of sidebets where players don’t have 
to wait for any particular combination to activate our game. Each hand is 
potentially a winning bet. The paytable goes from a minimum of 8:1 up to 
82:1.

Features:

- Easy For Players
- Easy For Dealer To Learn
- Increase In House Advantage
- Active In Every Hands
- Increase Tips
- Flexible Layout



HEADQUARTER

via Borgo Zucco 52

Tezze sul Brenta - 36056

Vicenza - Italy

CONTACTS 

Tableswin S.r.l

 Casino Equipment

www.tables-win.com

info@tableswin.com

+39 0424 861262

VAT NR. 03988060244




